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Supporting Social
Interaction with Smart
Phones

T
he smart phone represents the cur-
rent pinnacle of mobile phone devel-
opment, coupling phone capabilities
with the additional functionalities
of a PDA. In this convergence

between phone and handheld computer, the
phone has the dominant genes—smart phones

generally look more like phones
than PDAs. The smart phone’s
evolution from the mobile
phone influences how users
tend to think of these devices,

as reflected in the handset design. Smart phones
are predominately communication devices, with
additional computing power built in. 

Compare this to PCs. Originally developed
from larger computers that were pure calculat-
ing machines, PCs were initially desktop systems
used for content creation and information stor-
age. It was only with the advent of the Internet
and browsers that they became strong commu-
nication tools. Now highly capable at communi-
cation, offering systems as diverse as email, Web
publishing, instant messaging, and voice over IP,
the combination of computing power and com-
munication lets us envisage pervasive environ-
ments in which we can interact with and exploit
the advantages of digital systems. But it’s the
advent of the smart phone that will let us realize
some of these visions.

For smart phones to become successful perva-
sive system components, they must support and
enhance various user activities and offer useful,

effective functionality. Given their origins, clearly
smart phones must support interaction and com-
munication between people. In a pervasive envi-
ronment, phones exist in a social setting where
the focus is communication, not computation.
Smart phones should still perform computations,
store information, and support other typically
computing-related tasks, but they’re likely to be
more successful if they do these things to aug-
ment communication.

This perception has guided the research of a
group of students and I into the design of perva-
sive computing systems. The systems we’ve built
focus on augmenting and enhancing communi-
cation; they’re communication devices first and
computers second.  The systems I report on here
support social interaction between people—in
particular, interaction that would be difficult if
not impossible to achieve without the smart
phone technology. This dependency on the sys-
tems endows them with a degree of utility that
drives their effectiveness, which is key to increas-
ing the use of pervasive systems.

Supporting social interactions
The smart phone is a convenient, highly acces-

sible, and capable device that’s well suited to com-
munication and yet can still create interesting con-
tent, whether it be video, audio, or text. It’s a
two-way device, creating and consuming infor-
mation, is highly personal, and is almost always
available, making it an ideal system for pervasive,
supportive social computing.

The smart phone offers communication, connectivity, content
consumption, and content creativity. Seven different systems exemplify 
its ability to support a wide range of social interactions, helping make
pervasive computing a reality.

Russell Beale 
University of Birmingham



Each of our smart phone applications
examines one approach to augmenting
social communication. We use a short-
hand notation for interactions between
people, loosely based on the number
involved:

• 1 represents an individual, with 1–1
representing person-to-person com-
munication

• N represents a group, with 1–N rep-
resenting person-to-group communi-
cation and N–N representing within-
group communication  

• � represents the world, with 1–� rep-
resenting person-to-world communi-
cations and N–� representing group-
to-world communication

If we can support all of these commu-
nication styles using the smart phone as
the main user device, we can determine
that it’s indeed a useful device for per-
vasive computing, able to support a mul-
titude of communication approaches.
The collective effect is important; we can
hardly call the smart phone a pervasive
device if it only supports one form of
interaction.

Localized dating service
To support interaction between indi-

viduals (1–1 interaction), a system should
offer people a new experience or at least
provide them with an easier solution to
an old problem. To identify areas for
development, we matched the smart
phone system’s features to interaction
needs that conventional systems weren’t
adequately supporting. A smart phone’s
characteristics are easy to identify: they
have screens with sufficient screen estate
and resolution to show information
(though nothing like that of notebooks
or PCs), some processing power, some
memory, and (free) short-range and (not
free) long-range connections. Signifi-
cantly, they’re personal devices with pri-
vate information stores, almost always

used by one individual. They’re text and
image compatible, and because of their
size and battery life, they offer permanent
availability attached to the user.

Almost all smart phones support Blue-
tooth communication, a wireless stan-
dard offering free local (10–100 meter)
connectivity. The Bluetooth protocol lets
devices discover each other and ex-
change data with differing levels of user
input. It’s often used to communicate
between the phone and a Bluetooth head-
set, allowing hands-free operation of the
phone, or to exchange data between the
phone and a user’s PC. 

Bluetooth technology maps well to
dating: It requires people to be in close
physical proximity and can be config-
ured to allow information exchange
without user input. Because smart
phones are personal devices, they can
contain personal and private informa-
tion and can selectively share this infor-
mation with other devices.

We call our dating application Blue-
dating. Users enter their interests and
desires using the interface shown in Fig-
ure 1, as well as a profile of their desired
partner. The system advertises this infor-
mation (and only this information) over
Bluetooth. A second part of the applica-

tion continually searches for other pro-
files over Bluetooth. When it finds one,
it compares the discovered profile to the
desired profile. If the two profiles match,
the system informs both users (usually by
vibrating the phone) of the potential
match. The rest is up to the users.

The system exploits the Bluetooth pro-
tocol’s local nature, alerting the user to
people nearby who are also looking for
a date. This is quite different from Inter-
net dating approaches, which use a sim-
ilar profile system but might identify a
potential partner who is many miles
away. A localized system lets users see
their matches without having to travel
long distances or arrange a formal date
and decide whether to pursue a rela-
tionship. It also lets people keep their
personal information on their phone,
unlike the Serendipity system, which has
similar functionality but stores profiles
on a central server and requires a phone
connection to the server to compare pro-
files (see the related article in this issue,
“Social Serendipity: Mobilizing Social
Software”). Bluedating also shares some
features with the profile-based Proem
system1 and LoveGety,2 although both
of these systems use hardware specifi-
cally designed for the dating applica-
tion. Increasing the functionality of sys-
tems that users already possess brings
us much closer to the pervasive com-
puting ideal.

We ran trials of the Bluedating system
at the University of Birmingham. We
provided the system to everyone who
wanted it and gave questionnaires and
performed informal interviews with
those who agreed to try it. Reactions
were positive. Most users had initial
reservations about such systems, as they
did about similar online services, but
found Bluedating more acceptable
because it alerted them subtly, letting
them interact as they chose. Because few
users have worked with the system with
any degree of seriousness, we can’t as yet
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Figure 1. Bluedating profile interface
showing the owner’s gender, age, and
interests.



report any statistically significant results.
However, the positive feedback encour-
aged us to redesign the Bluedating sys-
tem to be more generic, thus letting us
target a wider audience as we can
develop additional applications.

Community building
The new system, called BT Communi-

ties, provides a software framework that
can run and manage multiple Bluetooth
services from a single application. This
framework will let the device act as both
client and server by offering services that
remote devices can discover and connect
to and by letting the device search for
services offered by other devices. The
framework provides a platform that can
be easily extended with additional pack-
ages and new user groups offering their
own functionalities.

To achieve this, we separated the
application into three layers. The bot-
tom layer—the framework layer—pro-
vides the basic shared functionality
required throughout the application.
This framework is completely indepen-
dent of the subapplications built on top
of it, letting us add new services simply
by adding new subapplications. Inte-
grating the new services into the rest 
of the application, however, requires
another layer. This integration layer sits
between the framework layer and the
subapplication layer and is composed of
a series of controller and processing
classes. All of the modifications required
to add a new service to the application
occur in the integration layer. 

The design of the BT Communities
user interface follows the style outlined
in the Nokia Series 60 UI Style Guide
v1.0 (www.forum.nokia.com). BT Com-
munities provides a simple menu-driven
interface that lets users easily navigate
through the application. Because a search
can take a long time to complete, depend-
ing on the number of devices and services
involved (a single device inquiry and ser-

vice search typically takes around 11 sec-
onds), the system provides status screens
showing activity and cancel buttons. To
keep the interface responsive at all times,
the system performs lengthy or blocking
operations, such as searches and running
services, in a thread separate from the
main system and user interface threads.

We built a joke-sharing application
called JokeSwap on top of this frame-

work, which lets people exchange jokes
over Bluetooth. If someone has a joke in
their joke store, the system offers it to
other devices. Devices detecting the offer
examine their joke stores for the joke,
check their owners’ personal profiles to
see if it’s the sort of joke they like, and,
if so, accept it and offer a joke in
exchange. This form of informal infor-
mation exchange supports local com-
munity building. Mutual information
sharing is part of the glue that binds a
community together; hence, sharing
jokes and other informal information is
integral to supporting social systems. 

We then rebuilt the Bluedating system
on top of BT Communities. We also pro-
vided a chat facility, much like Instant
Messenger, but local. The chat system
has had extensive use, especially by stu-
dents in lectures.

File sharing
Our relative success using Bluetooth to

support individuals led us to extend the
approach to groups, thereby supporting
N–N interactions. We wanted to create
a system that supports groups of people
working together while still using the
notions of localized connectivity. This

aim is similar to that of Hummingbird,3

but we wanted to more fully exploit
smart phone capabilities and common
uses. Many users store and share docu-
ments, data, videos, and photographs on
their phones; we wanted our system to
enhance this information sharing.

We thus created BT Share, which
implements a peer-to-peer file-sharing
system in which a user identifies a file-

store on their phone as being public and
open for sharing with the group. The sys-
tem negotiates security protocols and
locking mechanisms, letting other autho-
rized users access information in the
public store. Users can access, modify,
and spread information (documents,
music, and so on) among their group
without needing a centralized server or
explicit communication. As they pass
each other in their everyday lives, their
phones exchange and share relevant
information.

BT Share is similar to peer-to-peer sys-
tems common on PCs and the Internet
(Kazaa, for example). Like BT Share,
these systems offer a transparent simple
sharing mechanism. 

Because our system is Bluetooth-
based, users must be near each other for
the devices to exchange information. It
therefore encourages face-to-face inter-
action. We’ve observed informally that
the sharing mechanisms encourage users
to share images and content that they
would otherwise not explicitly send to
other users. When users select an item,
they provide a topic of conversation,
thus enhancing interpersonal communi-
cation. By encouraging and reinforcing
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internal group relationships, BT Share
achieves our goal of supporting groups
and their interactions.

Shared spaces
We also designed two systems that sup-

port wider group communication: group
to group (N–N) or, more generally, group
to world (N–�). We’ve noticed that in the
coffee area outside our labs, where tables

and chairs encourage people to sit and
chat, students congregate and share
information related to both work and
wider social interests. Notice boards in
the area collect much of the durable
information. Our goal was to find more
effective ways of supporting this sharing
and exchange of public information. 

Existing projects in this domain share
ambient and specific information in pub-
lic spaces4–6 but don’t focus on pervasive
access. Mike Ananny and Carol Stro-
hecker7 present a public space into which
users can text-message the captions or
partial content of stories, but we focus on
supporting typical conversations, rather
than structuring conversations around
artifacts.8 We designed two systems that
let users post messages to a shared space
that we projected into the café area. This
space is digital but has a clear expression
in its projection into the public space, pro-
viding a central locus around which we
expected interaction to occur. This lets
users without smart phones or other
devices view the information and partic-
ipate in the interactions. This feature sep-
arates the approach from the BT Com-
munities approach, which only connects
technologically enabled participants.

Users can post text or image messages
from any mobile device.

The first system, PublicSpace, is based
on a client-server architecture, with
clients—smart phones, PDAs, and lap-
tops—communicating via Short Message
Service (SMS), Multimedia Messaging
Service, 802.11b, or 802.11g technolo-
gies. Clients send messages to the Java-
based server, which collates the messages

into one display image and projects it. 
The second system, SharedSpace, uses

a peer-to-peer architecture, with each
device in the system forming a node in
the distributed digital space. Each node
holds the same information. When new
information is created, the system dis-
tributes it to the nodes, each one passing
messages to the next (via SOAP9 and
HTTP). Users can also view the shared
space on the Internet using some smart
phones or a PC and can view a text ver-
sion of the messages using a Wireless
Markup Language interface for less pow-
erful smart phones. Thus they can inter-
act even when not physically colocated.

However, letting anyone post mes-
sages meant that material soon over-
whelmed the available display space,
with small groups of users sharing infor-
mation that interested few others. In
addition to posting new material, users
wanted to comment on major postings.
We therefore created an alternative
shared space, public but organized by
personal preferences. Our priority here
was to address the clutter in the space as
well as to create personalized views for
small devices. Rather than provide a dig-
ital version of an existing solution, we

took the conventional approach’s good
features and enhanced the user experi-
ence by applying the digital technology. 

In the revised system, we analyzed each
message as it was posted via the client
and provided summaries of them on the
display. We adopted a simple algorithm
that removed common words from each
message and subjected the remainder to
a word frequency count. We then picked
the most common words and identified
a sentence or significant sentence frag-
ment containing all of these words (or
came as close to this as possible), using
this as the summarization. We also used
Bayesian statistics to classify messages by
category and user interests, letting users
develop personal profiles with the sorts of
messages they most liked to see.

We provided two forms of display. A
public view presented a news-oriented
view of the data with summaries of the
main stories appearing on the display
projected into the communal space. Per-
sonal views on the shared data presented
the same material, but ordered by user
preference (based on the Bayesian analy-
sis). So, some users would see news
material as a priority, just as on the pub-
lic display, whereas others would see
sports first and then gossip. Depending
on the client, the display would include
more or less information. A laptop
would show all of the content of the
most recent messages and summaries of
the older ones, whereas the smart phone
client would show summaries only until
the user chose to drill down into a story
to read more or to comment. 

We also used the Bayesian filter to auto-
matically remove spam and extended the
system by keeping the most active mes-
sages (those most frequently commented
on or read in detail) near the top of the
pile, rather than letting other postings
displace them.

We also fed information from news-
groups and other digital sources into
the system, providing a shared reposi-
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We designed two systems that let users post

messages to a shared space that we projected into

the café area. This space is digital but has a clear

expression in its projection into the public space.



tory of material. Our intention was to
provide the raw material for gossip and
social exchange, even if the users con-
tributed nothing initially themselves.
These items—“coffee-room” or “water-
cooler” items—were to be the initial
seeds for the informal conversations that
typically take place in these locations.

Information only remained active in
the space if people viewed and com-
mented on it; uninteresting or stale mate-
rial quickly disappeared from the dis-
plays. People enjoyed the shared and
dynamic nature of the space. Our obser-
vations found that the space was used for
different sorts of information exchange
than the notice board that spawned the
idea—rather than long-term notices,
information moved through the system
over the course of a couple of days, with
a few items having greater longevity
because they provoked comment after
comment. The system became something
of a cross between a bulletin board and
instant messaging. However, by limiting
the uploading of comments or new items
to only when users were in the coffee area
or its close vicinity, we retained a com-
munity feel.

Integrating situated
interaction with mobile
awareness

Our next system, the Intelligent Mul-
timedia Messaging System (IMMS),
addresses person-to-group (1–N) inter-
actions.10 A common problem in many
learning organizations is the lack of any
formal means to contact staff members
rapidly without potentially disclosing
personal information, such as mobile
phone numbers. One traditional method
of interaction between staff and students
involves sticking notes on office doors.
Lecturers wanting to leave messages on
their office doors from remote locations
must often rely on other staff members,
such as a receptionist, to post a note on
their behalf. Although this method has

worked for a long time, there are intrin-
sic issues relating to a lack of security
and privacy, and the practical problems
of notes falling off doors or the lack of
timeliness in posting the note. 

To address these issues, IMMS uses
mobile and other technologies to increase
the interaction level between staff and
students. We based the system on the
concept of situated interaction11,12 in an

attempt to bridge the gap between learner
and instructor and to increase mobility
and remote accessibility, necessary for
modern learning situations. 

IMMS involves placing several display
units (iPAQs or smart phones) on the
office doors of various staff members to
act as information and messaging termi-
nals for students. Because these devices
are placed at the locus of traditional inter-
action between participants, they are sit-
uated, and they afford communication
possibilities because users arrive at the
location with that express purpose in
mind. A remote access Web-based man-
agement system lets the unit’s owner set
the display contents, typically a message
or image. An SMS-based interface lets
users update the display by sending a
text message from their phone to the
IMMS server. For example, staff mem-
bers can update their display to inform
scheduled visitors that they will be late
because they’re stuck in traffic. 

Student members of the department
can not only view the image and textual
message but also send messages to the
owner via the display unit interface. A
student coming by to see a lecturer and
finding an empty office can use the dis-

play unit to compose a short message.
IMMS will either send the message via
text message to the owner’s mobile phone
or store the message in the management
system for display the next time the
IMMS user logs into the system, using
heuristics to determine which is appro-
priate. This intelligent routing of mes-
sages extends similar work on situated
door displays by Keith Cheverst and col-

leagues,13 which used unintelligent SMS
notification. The system’s Web-based
components offer configuration and mes-
sage management and also allow remote
access to the screen display, so users on
the Internet can find lecturers’ statuses
without having to go to their doors. 

We evaluated the system with the help
of six students representing a cross-
section of potential users. Using a scale
from 0 (bad) to 10 (good), we asked
them to score the interface’s look and
usability (9.33, standard deviation 0.67),
the display’s content and appropriate-
ness (7.83, s.d. 0.94), and the system’s
usefulness and functionality (9.00, s.d.
0.42). The results indicate that the users
saw value in the system, which clearly
met our goals in providing a pervasive
and appropriate way for students and
staff to communicate with each other.

Mobile blogging
Our next system, SmartBlog, used

mobile blogging to support one-to-world
interactions (1–�). Mobile devices in gen-
eral, and smart phones in particular, have
expanded beyond their communication
origins to become accomplished photo-
and video-creation tools, able to provide
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immediate images and text regardless of
the user’s location. Blogging is the process
of publishing a personal diary or journal
online. The resulting weblogs, or blogs,
are simple layouts of personal posts
ordered chronologically. Mobile blog-
ging makes this process even more
immediate, and given that we like pic-
tures and photographs, the ability to
post multimedia content makes a mobile
blogging client desirable. A mobile blog-
ging tool could be the best shortcut
between bloggers and their weblogs if it
overcomes the issues mobile applications
face—for example, unreliable and inter-
rupted network signals, limited interface
capabilities, and limited processing
power.

Existing mobile blogging clients tend
to make trade-offs that limit their use-
fulness. For example, Azure (http://web.
vee.net/projects/azure), a Java-based
blogging client, prioritizes targeting a
wide set of smart phones over interface
usability, and doesn’t provide multi-
media publishing. On the other hand,
Nokia’s LifeBlog application (www.
nokia.com/nokia/0,1522,,00.html?orig=/
lifeblog) provides a slick interface with
some interesting photo-editing and syn-
chronization options on a subset of Nokia
phones. However, LifeBlog doesn’t sup-
port instant online publishing; instead, it

creates a local diary or gallery of anno-
tated photos on the user’s PC, which can
then be uploaded—not much use if you’re
away from the PC for a long time. 

We interviewed some users to deter-
mine what features we needed to pro-
vide. All interviewees were active blog-
gers, and all felt that a decent mobile
blogging system should be more than a
way to publish camera phone images on
a Web site. Blogs are fairly immediate,
thus requiring more frequent revising
than crafted Web sites, so editing and
management abilities are important. The
users also all wanted to use multimedia
if it were simple, but 67 percent were
concerned about the potential costs. 

We therefore designed and imple-
mented a client that targets the Symbian-
based smart phone series. SmartBlog
provides an easy remote-management
tool for blogs because it’s designed to
communicate with several blogging
accounts (possibly heterogeneous) at the
same time. SmartBlog offers all the reg-
ular blogging options for retrieving, cat-
egorizing, publishing, and editing blog
posts. In addition, it provides automated
multimedia publishing. SmartBlog uses
HTTP, communicating as a browser
does; therefore, it works over any type
of Internet connectivity. The SmartBlog
architecture is multithreaded, letting the

smart phone function as a mobile phone
without compromising its behavior or
performance. No matter SmartBlog’s
state, the phone should continue to
receive and place calls.

The SmartBlog input dialog screenshots
in Figure 2 demonstrate the system’s abil-
ity to manage different accounts and cre-
ate and post information with minimal
effort. Typical blog postings take between
20 and 50 seconds, depending on the
image size and amount of text. One
advantage of SmartBlog is that it cus-
tomizes the multimedia produced from
the phone to fit the limits imposed by pub-
lishing systems. We designed SmartBlog
to reduce captured images to sensible sizes
(all customizable) for Internet display (see
Figure 3), thereby saving connection time
when publishing and download time for
the users’ viewing.

Six users tested SmartBlog, and they
found it fun and easy to use, leading
them to post more images to their blogs
than usual. No one reported problems
with installation or the interface, though
most had problems setting up Bluetooth
connectivity (a known problem with
Nokia’s PC Suite router). Regardless, 67
percent favored Bluetooth because it’s
free and fast. Moreover, all of the users
were satisfied with the system’s perfor-
mance, especially because it didn’t block
any other phone functionality. 

P
ervasive computing will become
a reality when systems provide
appropriate support and let us
achieve our desires in new and

effective ways. Each of the systems we’ve
described has demonstrated that smart
phones support interactions between
users, whether one to one or many to
many. More importantly, the smart
phone platform supports all seven of our
applications. 
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Figure 2. Three examples of user input
dialogs: (a) define settings, (b) create
posts, and (c) import accounts. 

(b) (c)(a)



The smart phone’s ability to support so
many enhanced forms of communication
suggests that it’s both pervasive and flex-
ible. Furthermore, as our research has
demonstrated, it can improve users’ socia-
bility. By using the device’s technical char-
acteristics, we can produce designs that
exploit the infrastructure and can thus
develop new approaches to supporting
interpersonal communication.
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Figure 3. A blog produced with SmartBlog.
The system configures images to appear
this size automatically. 
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